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This combination of pictures shows (top) a general view of the Moroccan city of Marrakesh
on February 24, 2021, and (bottom) gallery workers pose with an artwork titled “Tower of
Koutoubia Mosque” by Winston Churchill during a photocall at Christie’s auction house in cen-
tral London. — AFP 

Dermatologist Brunilda Bardhi applies esthetic treat-
ment to a woman at a clinic in Tirana.

Linda Krasniqi (left) and Nertila Rrahmani (right), chat as they wait for a check-up
after an intervention plastic surgery at a clinic in Tirana. — AFP photos

A
fter being driven out of her village
in the midst of Kosovo’s war two
decades ago, Fahrije Hoti

returned several months later to find her
home destroyed and her husband gone.
The mother of two was suddenly one of
140 new widows in the farming village of
Krushe e Madhe, whose soil was the site
of a massacre by Serb forces in 1999
that left 500 children without fathers,
including Hoti’s own. What happened
next is now the subject of an award-win-
ning film, titled Hive, that traces Hoti’s
struggle to rebuild a life amid the double
injury of her personal loss and social
prejudices about how widows should
behave.

“The movie took me back 20 years,”
Hoti, now 51, told AFP from the southern
village where she still lives. “The movie
was not only about me, it was about all
Kosovo Albanian women,” she added

warmly. “It showed the situation we wid-
ows were in after the war.” Written and
directed by 38-year-old Kosovar film-
maker Blerta Basholli, Hive took home
three prizes after its debut in the presti-
gious US Sundance film festival in
January. It begins with Hoti’s character-
played with masterful restraint by
Kosovar actress Yllka Gashi-struggling to
tend to her missing husband’s bee hives.

The bees are not producing enough
honey to support the family, who keep
their paltry income in a small kitchen tin.
And so begins Hoti’s efforts to bring oth-
er widows together to start making and
selling ajvar, a tasty red pepper spread
that is a staple of Balkan cuisine. 

Driving was taboo 
Made through a laborious process of

roasting, hand-peeling, grinding and
stewing large vats of the red peppers,

the ajvar production starts in Hoti’s back-
yard. As in real life, the film tracks how
the project is met with sneers and
aggression from local men who are
scandalized when Hoti learns to drive a
car. Many of the widows are deathly
afraid of the gossip they will invite. At the
time, people thought “widows should
only do housework and childcare,” Hoti
recalled.  “We had lost our husbands,
our children, and they called us whores,”
she remembered quietly. “That was the
most hurtful.”

The social pressures could have
trapped her and others in a state of per-
petual limbo, compounded by the lack of
information about their loved one’s fates.
Some 1,600 victims of the 1998-99 war,
including Hoti’s husband, are still listed
as missing, a painful ambiguity that com-
plicates emotional closure.  But despite
the taboos, Hoti was determined to

become a breadwinner for her children.
And it paid off-her business is now one
of the town’s biggest employers.

From the original collective of five wid-
ows, today she has some 60 women
working for the cooperative, called
Krusha, during the peak ajvar-making
season. During the winter months a
smaller staff jar pickle the vegetables,
packing the products by hand as they sit
on a circle of stools on the factory floor.
The business is still growing, with
increasing demand abroad, in countries
like Switzerland, France, and the US,
leaving little left to sell on the local mar-
ket.  The company’s rise has been aided
along the way by international donors
and grants that have helped provide key
training and equipment.

Recognition 
When Basholli, then a film student in

New York City, heard about Hoti’s early
struggles in the news around a decade
ago, she was surprised and intrigued.
After returning to her native Kosovo in
2011, she met Hoti in person. “I just
wanted to encourage her for what she
did... but I ended being the one encour-
aged because she didn’t need my
encouragement to be honest,” Basholli
told AFP with a laugh.  After spending
hours with Hoti to learn the details of her
story, she wrote a script, secured fund-
ing from Kosovo, Albania, North
Macedonia and Switzerland and was
able to start shooting in 2019.

Hive is her first feature-length film.
After receiving the awards from
Sundance, including a Grand Jury and

audience award, Basholli dedicated it to
“all the women that really needed their
voice to be heard”.  In Kosovo, views
around women in the workplace have
evolved since the post-war days, particu-
larly in urban parts. But major inequalities
remain, with property rights still mostly
registered in the names of husbands,

while only around 13 percent of women
are employed compared to more than 40
percent of men. Hoti, for her part, still
overwhelmingly hires women, employing
only five men, including her son and four
others who also lost fathers during the
war. “Among those who were born with
these prejudices, some have kept them,
others have changed their minds,” she
said when asked about the impact she
has had on her own community.  “What
has really changed is my history,” she
added.— AFP

H
ollywood’s Angelina Jolie and
Britain’s iconic wartime prime minis-
ter Sir Winston Churchill, a keen

artist who took inspiration from the
Moroccan city of Marrakesh, are combin-
ing for a March 1 date at Christie’s auction
house in London. “The Tower of the
Koutoubia Mosque”, an oil painting
Churchill produced during a World War II
visit, is tipped to fetch between £1.5 mil-
lion and £2.5 million ($2 million and $3.5
million), according to a Christie’s estimate.
Put up for auction by Angelina Jolie, it is
vaunted in Christie’s catalogue as
“Churchill’s most important work. Aside
from its distinguished provenance, it is the
only landscape he made” during the war.

A career army officer before entering
politics, Churchill started to paint relatively
late, at the age of 40. His passion for the
translucent light of Marrakesh, far from the
political storms and drab skies of London,
dates back to the 1930s when most of
Morocco was a French protectorate, and
he went on to make six visits to the North
African country over the course of 23
years. “Here in these spacious palm
groves rising from the desert the traveller
can be sure of perennial sunshine... and
can contemplate with ceaseless satisfac-
tion the stately and snow-clad panorama
of the Atlas Mountains,” he wrote in 1936
in Britain’s Daily Mail newspaper.

He would set up his easel on the bal-
conies of the grandiose La Mamounia
hotel or the city’s Villa Taylor, beloved by
the European jet set of the 1970s. It was
from the villa, after a historic January 1943
conference in Casablanca with US presi-
dent Franklin Roosevelt and France’s
Charles de Gaulle, that he painted what
came to be regarded as his finest work, of

the minaret behind the ramparts of the Old
City, with mountains behind and tiny color-
ful figures in front. “You cannot come all
this way to North Africa without seeing
Marrakesh,” he is reputed to have told
Roosevelt. “I must be with you when you
see the sun set on the Atlas Mountains.” A
newspaper photograph taken at the time
shows the two wartime Allied leaders
admiring the sunset.

‘Truly remarkable panorama’ 
After the US delegation had left,

Churchill stayed on an extra day and
painted the view of the Koutoubia Mosque
framed by the mountains. He sent it to
Roosevelt for his birthday. “This is
Churchill’s diplomacy at its most personal
and intense,” said Christie’s head of mod-
ern British and Irish art, Nick Orchard. “It is
not an ordinary gift between leaders. This
is soft power, and it is what the special
relationship is all about.”

Sold by the Roosevelt family in the
1950s, it changed hands several times
before passing on to Hollywood dream
couple Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt in
2011, well before their high-profile sepa-
ration. A second Churchill landscape,
“Scene in Marrakesh”, painted on his first
visit to Morocco in 1935, is also going
under the hammer at Christie’s today.
That was painted while on a stay at
Mamounia, where he marveled at the
“truly remarkable panorama over the tops
of orange trees and olives”, in a letter to
his wife Clementine. The hotel today has
a suite and a bar named after its illustri-
ous guest.— AFP

P
andemic stress, the focus on faces
during video chats and the conven-
ience of hiding under a mask are

fuelling a cosmetic surgery boom in
Albania-but rogue operators are putting
some patients at risk. Doctors say the
surge has been driven by demand from
mainly young women such as Ana Kela, a
20-year-old student in Tirana who had her
lips plumped in December.  “Every time I
looked at my face on the screen, I couldn’t
even say a word, I was gripped by
anguish,” Kela said of seeing herself dur-
ing online classes at the University of
Tirana, where she studies economics. 

“I thought I looked ugly, dark circles
under my eyes, my nose was too big, my
lips were very thin, a real disaster.”  After
an operation to increase the volume of her
lips, she is pleased with the result. But in a
country where the informal economy is
vast, many patients are being lured into
unprofessional and ill-equipped beauty
centers who are touting cheap prices and
promotions.

Unqualified operators 
New salons are popping up daily with

offers for a range of treatments without
medical approval or supervision, said Dr
Monika Fida, a professor at the University
of Medicine in Tirana. Advertised on social
media, the low-cost offers are attractive in
a country where average monthly salaries
hover around 420 euros.  “Come as a
group of four to enjoy a discount of more
than 50 percent” on lip plumping and but-
tock lifts, reads one ad.

“Life isn’t perfect, but your eyebrows
are,” says another. These salons “use
equipment that should be handled only by
specialists and licensed doctors”, said Dr
Brunilda Bardhi, who specializes in laser
and mesotherapy treatments that tighten
skin. According to field surveys carried out
by an association of dermatology and cos-
metic doctors that Bardhi leads, around
70 salons in Tirana have laser equipment
operated by unqualified personnel.

Burns and scars 
Eva Kola, a 21-year-old political sci-

ence student, trusted a salon whose work
she was following closely on Instagram.
For 20 euros, she paid to have her ex’s ini-
tials erased from her finger tattoo. But the
quick fix did not go as planned.  “For a
week now, my life has been hell,” she told
AFP, holding back tears, in the waiting
room of the dermatology department of

the University Hospital of Tirana. The bad-
ly calibrated laser caused a third-degree
burn and a strong allergic reaction. She
has fever and unbearable pain along her
arm.

“In my clinic alone, I have five to seven
cases, mostly young girls, with serious
problems, burns, infections, scars as a
result of procedures carried out” in beauty
centers without professional medical staff,
said Dr Fida, showing images of patients
whose work went awry.  Dr Kostandin
Balloma, director of the Luis Medical
Centre in Tirana, estimates that 30 percent
of his clients are victims of “mistakes
made by non-specialized establishments”. 

Albania’s cosmetic sector is supposed
to be regulated by a 2017 law, but doctors
say it is too vague, lacking specificity on
who can carry out which treatments and
with which products and equipment.
There needs to be “a strict regulatory
framework where all the professional pro-
cedures and all the links in this chain are
clearly detailed,” the president of Albania’s
Order of Doctors, Dr Fatmir Brahimaj, told
AFP.

Nose jobs doubled 
Doctors say the top-selling treatments

during the pandemic have been focused
on the face-Botox injections, facelifts and
other forms of reshaping-though breast
and buttock surgeries continue to be pop-
ular. With obesity seen as a risk factor for

those who contract Covid-19, liposuction
is also in demand among those who hope
it could help. “The trend is clear. Nose
operations have almost doubled” since
the end of lockdown measures in July,
said Dr Balloma. “Cosmetic surgery is
seen as a comfort, a way to alleviate the
insecurity of our daily lives and to take
refuge in a world that smooths the face,”
he added.

Jorida Zegali, clinical psychologist at
the University of Tirana, says that “the
pressure of virtual communication” has
heightened the focus on appearances,
becoming an “obsession”. There has also
been pressure to re-emerge from long
periods of confinement improved in some
form. Nertila Rrahmani, 31, is a manicurist
in Milan but returned to Tirana to undergo
surgery on her nose because she was
experiencing breathing problems.

She also took the opportunity to tweak
its shape and pin back her ears so that
they appear smaller.  Still wearing the
bandages post-surgery, she explained
that the operation “will let me get rid of the
psychological uneasiness that I’ve been
stuck with for years.” “Despite everything,”
she added, “the pandemic has not been
able to prevent people from loving them-
selves and improving their appearance
through aesthetic treatments to make
them feel even more beautiful.”— AFP

Luis Medical Centre director, surgeon Kostandin Balloma (right) conducts a plastic surgery
intervention at the nose of a woman at his clinic in Tirana.

An employee packs pickled vegetables at the
Koperativa Krusha.

Fahrije Hoti (first right) sits among her employees at the Koperativa Krusha, in the vil-
lage of Krusha e Madhe. — AFP photos

Fahrije Hoti looks on at the Koperativa
Krusha, in the village of Krusha e Madhe.


